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Economic evaluations of health care interventions compare
2 or more alternatives by taking into account benefits and
costs. In rational decision making, individuals choose an
alternative based on their knowledge about the potential
gains or losses associated with the available options and
their individual preferences. In health, the benefits relate to
gains in health status and the risks to losses in health or
commodities. Cost-utility analysis incorporates the prefer-
ences or values that individuals have for particular health
states to compare benefits and costs1. Preference elicitation
can be used not only to determine preferences for specific
health interventions, but also to evaluate quality of life.
Health related quality of life is measured in a number of
ways. Self-report instruments, such as the Medical
Outcomes Study Short-Form (SF-36) or the Sickness
Impact Profile, include a number of items weighted
according to algorithms that are applied in similar fashion to
every individual2. These questionnaires do not capture the
individual value that a given respondent may assign to a
particular health state, and 2 individuals may rate differently
the same health state depending on the value they assign to

a symptom or impairment and their willingness to accept
tradeoffs between benefits and risks.

Several methods have been used to measure health pref-
erences or utilities1. The most widely used techniques are
rating scales, such as visual analog scales (VAS), time
tradeoff (TTO), and standard gamble (SG). All these
measures provide a final score where 1 is perfect health and
0 is the worst possible imaginable state or death; occasion-
ally, states considered to be worse than health are rated
below zero (negative values). Ratings can be elicited from
different groups of individuals such as patients, health
professionals, or the public. The values obtained can be used
to adjust for the quality of life associated with a particular
health state and to calculate measures commonly used in
cost-utility analyses such as quality adjusted life years
(QALY).

Visual analog scales. VAS are the simplest measures. The
individual is asked to place a mark on a line of a given
length that reflects the value of a health state with given
attributes. The 2 extremes of the line are anchored as 0 and
1, as described above.

Time tradeoff. The TTO method was developed specifically
for use in health care. The subject is offered 2 alternatives:
(1) living the life of an individual in a health state X for time
T1 followed by death, and (2) being healthy for time T2
(with T2 < T1) followed by death. The time is varied until
the subject is indifferent between the 2 alternatives.

Standard gamble. With SG the subject is offered 2 alterna-
tives. Alternative 1 is a treatment with 2 possible outcomes:
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(1) the patient regains perfect health and lives for an addi-
tional T years (probability p), or (2) the patient dies imme-
diately (probability 1 – p). Alternative 2 has a certain
outcome of a particular health status for life. The probabili-
ties are varied until the subject is indifferent between the 2
alternatives. This is the only method that incorporates
uncertainty about the outcomes, and captures risk attitudes1.
In rating scales no choice is made, and in TTO the choices
are based on certain outcomes.

Preference based quality of life scores can be elicited
directly from patients using any of the techniques described
above. Utilities for health states can also be obtained indi-
rectly by asking subjects to rate hypothetical health states
using these methods. It has been argued that, for economic
evaluations resulting in health policy decisions and alloca-
tion of resources, the utility of health states should be deter-
mined by the public3. Various instruments have been
developed resulting in a large number of generic health
profiles that have been assigned a utility score by the
general population. Typically, these tools include several
attributes (e.g., pain, function, etc.) with mutually exclusive
ordinal levels of functioning or distress. The health states
based on these descriptors have been valued by the public
using one of the methods described above. When the ques-
tionnaire is administered it results in a descriptive profile of
the health state of the respondent. A score is then assigned
to each profile based on the utilities obtained from the
public. Several preference based classification systems have
been developed to measure the quality of life of the respon-
dent on the basis of valuations by other individuals: the
Rosser Index, the Quality of Well-Being Scale, the EuroQol
(EQ-5D), and the Health Utilities Index4-7.

Previous studies have shown discrepancies in utility
scores according to the group assigning values (e.g., patients
vs public) and the technique used (e.g., rating scales vs stan-
dard gamble). Further, the findings do not appear to be
consistent across diseases. Many studies have been
conducted for conditions such as heart disease or cancer,
where the value individuals assign to survival may play a
role. Although preference elicitation techniques to measure
quality of life generally should not incorporate survival (to
avoid double counting when combining quality of life with
life expectancy), it is unclear whether knowledge about
survival prognosis for a given condition influences the
ratings. Our objective was to assess the potential effect that
utility ratings by different groups using different elicitation
techniques would have on hypothetical cost-utility analyses
of interventions for rheumatoid arthritis (RA). We compared
valuations of arthritis health states by RA patients, health
professionals, and the general population. We also obtained
direct valuations of the patients’ own health status and
compared these utilities to those obtained for the same indi-
viduals using a preference based classification tool (EQ-
5D). 

METHODS
We conducted face-to-face interviews of 3 groups of
individuals from the Edmonton region (Alberta, Canada).
The surveys were conducted in 1999:

General public. One hundred four subjects were recruited
through random digit dialing. The sampling was stratified
according to sex and age to ensure that the participants were
representative of the population of Edmonton with respect
to age and sex. 

Patients with RA. A convenience sample of 51 patients with
RA was identified from medical records of patients
attending rheumatology clinics at the University of Alberta.
Patients were telephoned or approached at the clinic, and if
they agreed to participate, an interview was scheduled at the
clinic or their home.

Health professionals. A convenience sample of 43 health
professionals participated in the survey: 22 were physicians
(rheumatologists and primary care physicians) and 21 were
physical and occupational therapists and orthopedic nurses.
Health professionals were interviewed at their work site.

Survey
The preference elicitation surveys of the 3 groups were
similar, conducted as face-to-face interviews using props
developed by McMaster University8. Two hypothetical
health states were developed using the attributes of the EQ-
5D7. The EQ-5D is a preference based classification system
that includes 5 attributes: mobility, self-care, activity, pain,
and depression or anxiety (the latter 2 attributes are evalu-
ated together). Each of these domains has 3 possible levels
that correspond to descriptions of no impairment, mild to
moderate impairment, and severe impairment. The 2 hypo-
thetical scenarios in this study describe persons with
arthritis with severe and mild disease. 

Severe. A person with severe arthritis has problems walking
about, problems with self-care such as washing or dressing,
problems performing daily activities such as work, study,
housework, family or leisure activities, has extreme pain or
discomfort, is moderately anxious or depressed.

Mild. A person with mild arthritis has problems walking
about, but not with self-care such as washing or dressing,
and no problems performing daily activities such as work,
study, housework, family or leisure activities, has moderate
pain or discomfort, but is not anxious or depressed.

Respondents were asked to imagine how it would be to
spend the rest of their life like these individuals. For the
public and patients we used the general descriptor
“arthritis,” and for health professionals “rheumatoid
arthritis.” Each respondent was asked to rate the scenarios in
the same order, severe followed by mild, with the following
elicitation techniques: 

Visual analog scale. We used the EQ-5D feeling ther-
mometer as a VAS. The thermometer is a 20 cm vertical
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scale. We anchored the extremes at 0 (death) and 100
(perfect health). A person with perfect health was described
as someone with no problems walking about, no problems
with self-care such as washing or dressing, no problems
performing usual activities such as housework, study, work,
family or leisure activities, has no pain or discomfort, is not
anxious or depressed.

Standard gamble. Respondents were asked to choose
between 2 alternatives. The first one had a certain outcome:
to live the rest of their life in the hypothetical scenario. The
second alternative was uncertain: to receive an imaginary
treatment that offered a chance at perfect health with a prob-
ability p and a chance of death with a probability 1 – p. We
used a ping-pong technique starting at p = 1 and 1 – p = 0,
followed by p = 0 and 1 – p = 1, p = 0.95 and 1 – p = 0.05,
and so forth.

10-year time tradeoff. Respondents were asked to imagine
that they had 10 years to live, after which they would die an
immediate painless death, and were given 2 certain choices,
live the remaining 10 years of their life with the health
depicted in the hypothetical scenario or live a shorter period
of time with perfect health. The shorter period of time in
perfect health was modified by 6 months each time using a
ping-pong technique: 9 years 6 months, followed by 6
months, then by 9 years, etc.

In addition, RA patients and the public were asked to rate
their health using the same methods. In this case, instead of
imagining that they had the health status of the hypothetical
subjects, they gave their preferences for remaining in their
current health. They also completed EQ-5D profiles. We
imputed values for their health state profiles based on
general population valuation weights (York social tariff) for
the EQ-5D9.

York weights (social tariff). The York weights were devel-
oped in the UK through a survey of the general population
using TTO methods. Two hundred forty-five mutually
exclusive states can be derived from combinations of EQ-
5D levels for each attribute. Since not all these states have
been individually assessed a limited number of profiles,
those reflecting the most plausible scenarios, were rated.
The final EQ-5D York weights for all 245 states are based
on a linear model that includes the TTO valuations as the
dependent variable and the attribute levels as independent
variables. The coefficients for each attribute/level are “disu-
tilities,” which are subtracted from 1. An interaction term is
included if any of the attributes is scored at the lowest level
of impairment. The range of possible values derived from
this linear model is  –0.59 to 1. Zero is death, states below
zero are considered to be worse than death, and 1 is best
imaginable perfect health.

Statistical analysis. All the utility scores elicited from the
subjects in our study were scaled from 0 to 1, with 0 repre-
senting death and 1 perfect health as defined above. With

SG and TTO a few respondents had responses inconsistent
with our framework, scoring a scenario better than perfect
health, or worse than death. Worse than death scenarios are
not necessarily inconsistent, but since one of our objectives
was to compare different techniques within the perfect
health and death anchors we did not elicit additional utilities
to evaluate these states (which would then have been
assigned negative values). These values were analyzed in 2
different ways: as missing values, and rescored to the closest
anchor (0 or 1). No major differences were observed and the
results presented here include rescored values.

Comparisons of hypothetical scenarios across raters and
methods. The utilities obtained with these methods are
generally assumed to be interval scaled and are often used in
linear models. However, we used both parametric and
nonparametric techniques since the TTO and SG scores
were not normally distributed. Generalized linear models
were used to evaluate the combined effects of rater and tech-
nique, although some of the parametric assumptions of these
models were not fully met. We used a repeated measures
model, with technique as a within-subjects factor and rater
as between-subjects factors, including a rater by technique
interaction term.

Patients’ rating of their own health. We compared the
patients’ direct ratings using VAS, TTO, and SG and the
indirect utility scores calculated from their EQ-5D profile
using York weights. Parametric and nonparametric repeated
measures techniques were used to evaluate statistical differ-
ences.

Hypothetical cost-utility analyses. We evaluated the effect
of different ratings on a hypothetical cost-utility analysis of
an intervention for RA with 2 models. The first one was
based on the hypothetical scenarios, evaluating the transi-
tion from the severe health state to the milder one (alterna-
tive 1) versus remaining in the severe state (alternative 2),
using the utilities obtained for the scenarios from the various
groups, and with the different methods. We analyzed the
data using both the mean and the median values because the
distribution of scores was often asymmetric and mean
scores are strongly influenced by extreme values. The
second analysis was based on the actual health state ratings
of the patients with RA. We categorized the patient group
across the VAS median rating of their own current health.
We used the VAS because it had the most symmetrical
distribution of all the ratings. We then assumed a transition
from the group below the median (severe) to the group
above the median (mild) (alternative 1), using the group
means and medians for the various techniques, compared to
remaining in the severe state (alternative 2). In both cases
we arbitrarily chose a 5 year period, with the health gains
linearly accrued at the end of the first year and patients
remaining stable thereafter. The additional cost of the inter-
vention required to achieve the mean transition in both
examples was estimated at $50,000 US over the 5 years.
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Although this hypothetical cost exceeds the expenditures
related to most treatments currently used for RA, we
modeled our examples for newer interventions such as
biologic or cell therapies, which are substantially more
costly than traditional second line therapies. The cost-utility
ratio represents cost per QALY gained over the 5 year
period. Costs and benefits were not discounted in the
analysis.

RESULTS
Characteristics of the participants are shown in Table 1.
Patients were older and less educated than the other groups,
and as expected, had a worse health status than the general
public. 

Hypothetical scenarios
Illogical paired ratings (rating of severe scenario higher than
the milder one) were not observed for health professionals
or RA patients. For the public, 3 VAS, 2 TTO, and 5 SG
paired ratings were illogical.

The distribution of the scores was grossly normal for the
VAS in all 3 groups. The TTO and SG score distributions
were similar in shape for the public and RA patients: for the
severe scenario, the distributions were bimodal (U shaped),
and for the milder one markedly skewed to the left. Health
professional ratings for TTO and SG for both scenarios were
markedly skewed to the left. Table 2 shows the utility scores
by group and method. Utility scores for the severe scenario
derived through TTO and SG varied widely among individ-
uals within the same group as can be seen by the width of
the interquartile range. Statistically significant differences
between raters (nonparametric tests) were only observed for
the VAS and SG utilities for the severe scenario. The major
differences were observed between the public and health
professionals, with patient ratings usually in between.
Significant differences across methods were observed for all
groups. In general, the highest utilities were obtained with
SG. All the mean ratings in our study were substantially
higher than ratings for the same health states derived from
the EQ-5D York algorithm. These differences were particu-
larly striking for the severe scenario, where the York score
for the severe state is negative, indicating that it is valued as
worse than death. All the mean ratings for this state in our
study were above 0.4.

In the generalized linear models, significant differences
were observed between techniques. The interaction term
technique by rater was also statistically significant, indi-
cating that the differences between techniques varied
according to the rater group. The overall differences
between raters (without considering specific techniques) did
not reach statistical significance.

Figure 1 shows the potential results of a cost-utility
analysis using the various ratings: Figure 1A shows the

Table 1. Characteristics of the groups surveyed.

General Patients Health
Public, with RA, Professionals,
n = 104 n = 51 n = 43

Mean age (SD)*, yrs 46.0 (17.1) 60.3 (15.0) 42.0 (8.2)
Female (%)* 55 (53) 37 (72) 28 (65)
Education level (%)*

< grade 12 15 (15) 11 (22) —
Completed high school 17 (16) 13 (25) —
Post-secondary 71 (69) 27 (53) 43 (100)

Mean overall health status 87.5 (15.6) 67.1 (18.5) N/A
(EQ-5D VAS)*

*p ≤ 0.05.

Table 2. Utility ratings of hypothetical scenarios by group and technique.

General Public, n = 104 Patients with RA, n = 50 Health Professionals, n = 43
Mean (SD) Median (IQ range) Mean (SD) Median (IQ range) Mean (SD) Median (IQ range) p†

Severe scenario
VAS 0.51 (0.15) 0.50 (0.40–0.65) 0.44 (0.17) 0.42 (0.30–0.60) 0.45 (0.14) 0.45 (0.35–0.60) 0.03*
TTO 0.54 (0.37) 0.70 (0.11–0.85) 0.58 (0.35) 0.72 (0.22–0.86) 0.55 (0.28) 0.60 (0.35–0.75) > 0.20
SG 0.56 (0.31) 0.65 (0.25–0.78) 0.66 (0.32) 0.82 (0.45–0.95) 0.74 (0.27) 0.85 (0.60–0.95) 0.03*

York weights for scenario –0.02 –0.02 –0.02
p† 0.02* < 0.001* < 0.001*
Mild scenario

VAS 0.77 (0.11) 0.80 (0.70–0.85) 0.76 (0.10) 0.75 (0.70–0.85) 0.76 (0.08) 0.80 (0.70–0.80) > 0.20
TTO 0.83 (0.23) 0.95 (0.80–0.95) 0.81 (0.28) 0.95 (0.85–0.95) 0.80 (0.23) 0.85 (0.75–0.95) > 0.20
SG 0.79 (0.22) 0.85 (0.75–0.95) 0.84 (0.20) 0.95 (0.75–0.95) 0.88 (0.18) 0.95 (0.95–0.95) 0.15

York weights for scenario 0.73 0.73 0.73
p† < 0.001* < 0.001* < 0.001*

IQ: interquartile.
†p values based on non-parametric tests (not including York weights).
*statistically significant.
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results using mean ratings and 1B median ratings. For the
ratings in our study the gains in QALY over the 5 year
period ranged from 0.45 to 1.58. The cost-utility ratios
ranged from about $32,000 to $111,000 US per QALY.
Using the York weights, 3.38 QALY were gained, with a
cost-utility ratio of about $15,000. The major differences in
our data were related to technique, more than to the rater.
The lowest cost-utility ratios were observed for VAS,
followed by TTO, and then SG. Major differences among
raters were only observed for SG, where the ratios substan-
tially increased in this order: public, patients, and profes-
sionals. This was largely driven by the ratings of the severe
scenario. The differences were more pronounced when

using median ratings instead of mean ratings. The most
striking differences were observed with the York weights.
The cost-utility ratio with this technique was less than half
the lowest ratio and one-seventh of the highest one.

Patient ratings of their own health
Table 3 shows the mean and median direct patient ratings of
their own health using the 3 methods, and the mean EQ-5D
York scores for their individual profiles. Results are shown
for the overall group and for the groups categorized by their
median score in their VAS rating. Statistically significant
differences were observed with both parametric and
nonparametric repeated measures analysis. The York scores

Figure 1. Hypothetical cost-utility analysis based on ratings of the health scenarios by the public, patients with
RA, and health professionals. A: using mean ratings; B: using median ratings.
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were significantly different from all other utilities. VAS
scores were significantly different than SG (p < 0.001), and
had borderline significance compared to TTO (p = 0.07). No
differences were observed between TTO and SG.

Figure 2 shows the hypothetical cost-utility scenario
comparing the transition from the worse state (below
median) to the better one (above median) with remaining in
the lower health state. The difference between these 2 states
was less marked than for the hypothetical scenarios; so
overall, the cost-utility ratios were higher in this analysis.
No major differences were observed between the York
scores and VAS, but substantially higher cost-utility ratios

were obtained for SG and TTO. The differences were larger
for estimations using median values. Hypothetical gains in
QALY ranged from 0.63 to 1.28 when using mean utility
scores and from 0.23 to 1.13 when using median scores.
These differences were more pronounced for SG and TTO
and reflect the skewed distributions of these measures and
the large influence of extreme values.

DISCUSSION
The objective of this study was to evaluate the potential
empirical implications of using different raters and methods
to evaluate quality of life in cost-utility analyses of inter-
ventions for patients with RA. We used 2 approaches. For
the first one we elicited utilities for hypothetical scenarios
from different groups: the public, patients with RA, and
health professionals. Ratings of hypothetical scenarios are
often used for economic modeling when patient data are not
available, or when valuations by the public or a particular
group are desired from a policy perspective. The second
approach evaluated the differences in the patients’ direct
ratings of their own health with the various methods. Direct
patient derived utility scores are increasingly being incorpo-

Table 3. Direct and indirect* patient ratings of their own health status.

Method† Mean (SD) Median† (IQ range)

VAS 0.67 (0.18) 0.71 (0.55–0.81)
TTO 0.76 (0.32) 0.95 (0.68–0.95)
SG 0.78 (0.26) 0.90 (0.75–0.95)
EQ-5D York weights 0.56 (0.28) 0.62 (0.52–0.69)

* EQ-5D York weights.                   IQ: interquartile.
†p < 0.001, nonparametric test.

Figure 2. Hypothetical cost-utility analysis based on patient direct ratings of their own health status. A: using
mean ratings; B: using median ratings.
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rated in clinical trials as an outcome to evaluate quality of
life, and to conduct cost-utility analyses of the interventions
being investigated.

We found significant differences in the ratings of the
health scenarios, mostly in relation to the utility of the
severe state. For this state, subjects varied widely in their
ratings. For instance, for SG and TTO there was more vari-
ation among patients with RA when rating the severe
scenario (single health state), than when rating their own
health (multiple health states). Overall, the major differ-
ences could be attributed to technique more than rater,
although a significant interaction between these factors was
observed, mostly due to SG, which resulted in higher valu-
ations of health states by professionals compared to the
public, with patient ratings in between. A number of studies
have compared utilities by different rater groups, with
conflicting results10-27. Most often, but not always, patients
rate health states higher than the public (or patients with
milder disease or other disorders) and health professionals
tend to assign higher utilities than patients. Our findings
suggest that differences between raters are more marked for
severe states and also for SG and TTO methods. We are only
aware of one study comparing patients with RA and the
public, which used rating scales and found no substantial
differences, with a high correlation between the scores of 
r = 0.9712. Some of the small differences between raters may
have been related to the differences in age and education
level of the participants; however, our objective was not to
identify what determined the valuations, but to examine the
empirical consequences of using different raters. We there-
fore decided not to adjust the results for these differences in
an attempt to replicate the common use of these values in
research (unadjusted for demographic characteristics).

In our study, the major determinant of differences in
ratings was the method used to elicit utilities. VAS scores
were consistently lower than TTO or SG ratings, for both
the rating of vignettes and the patients’ own health. A
number of studies have compared elicitation techniques
rating hypothetical scenarios or the respondent’s own
health, with varying results26,28-47. Most show differences in
ratings, generally, with TTO resulting in higher utilities than
rating scales, and SG values higher than those elicited by the
other 2 techniques. These findings are in accordance with
the theoretical constructs underlying these measures. TTO
and SG introduce an additional dimension to rating scales
by offering a choice between 2 alternatives (sacrifice). In
addition, SG also incorporates tolerance to risk since one of
the alternatives is always uncertain with respect to possible
outcomes. Only a few of these studies have been conducted
in patients with rheumatic diseases, including rheumatoid
arthritis28,29, ankylosing spondylitis30,31, fibromyalgia30,32,33,
low back pain33, lupus34, and osteoporosis26. The majority
have shown significant differences across methods29-32.
Studies comparing utility measures to other instruments

evaluating disease severity or functioning show that VAS
correlates better with these measures than TTO or
SG20,31,32,34,37,48-50. This would suggest that VAS measures
attributes similarly to other generic health instruments (non-
utility based), but TTO and SG incorporate preferences in a
way that may better reflect decision-making processes. A
major limitation of TTO and SG methods is their unusual
distribution (skewed or bimodal), which results in substan-
tial weight from extreme values. The implications are not
only statistical, limiting the types of analyses that can be
performed, but also ethical, since using mean or linearly
predicted scores places more value in the utilities assigned
by outliers and extreme raters. It is also unclear whether the
resulting scale is truly an interval scale, which is a major
assumption underlying the estimation of QALY.

Our hypothetical scenarios were based on EQ-5D
profiles, and therefore we were able to compare our results
with those indirectly derived from this instrument. For this
study we used the TTO social tariff scoring system devel-
oped in York9. The lowest utility in our study was the one
derived from the York algorithm for the severe scenario,
which resulted in a negative value, worse than death.
Zethraeus, et al also compared imputed public values and
direct patient TTO utilities in women with menopausal
symptoms51. As in our study, the discrepancies were higher
for severe states. The York scoring system is based on linear
regression modeling of the individual attribute levels on the
TTO scores that the public assigned to the various profiles
tested. This modeling process is based on parametric
assumptions, linearity, equality of variances across states,
and interval properties of the final score. However, our data
show that TTO scores are not normally distributed and are
markedly skewed to the left, resulting in increased weight in
the mean level estimates from the extreme valuations.
Furthermore, the variance appears to be larger for severe
scores. Using the York approach we regressed our patients’
EQ-5D profiles on their TTO utility scores (results not
shown). We obtained a rating for the severe scenario that
was close to 0 (death); for the milder scenario the utility was
0.90. Because we only included 50 patients and many of the
states were not represented in the patient profiles, the results
of the regression are not robust, but illustrate how the utility
of poor health scenarios can be underestimated using this
regression approach. A major difference between the York
scores and those in our survey is that they allowed states
worse than death, which we did not, since we anchored our
scale at 0 and 1. The objective of our study, however, was to
conduct an empirical analysis of potential implications in
economic evaluations and not a thorough analysis of the
EQ-5D.

Comparisons between direct patient utilities and scores
derived from other classification systems (Health Utility
Index and Quality of Well-Being) have also been reported in
selected rheumatic diseases12,26,34. Utilities derived from the
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Quality of Well-Being questionnaire were lower than direct
measures in one study26 but not in another12. The Health
Utility Index produced utilities closer to those obtained
from patients26,34. Our study only examined the EQ-5D York
social tariff weights, and we cannot generalize our findings
to other classification systems.

Some of the differences we observed can perhaps be
attributed to the measurement properties of the utility
methods more than to their underlying constructs. The
objective, however, was not to perform an in-depth analysis
of these properties but to empirically evaluate the implica-
tions for cost-utility analyses if different raters or methods
are used. Consistent and proportional differences among
techniques or raters would not be as important from an
economic evaluation perspective since the effect on the
cost-utility ratios would be small (for instance if the EQ-5D
was consistently lower but with the same absolute differ-
ence between states as the other ratings). Our results
suggest, however, that the implications for a cost-utility
analysis are substantial, particularly in relation to the tech-
nique employed and the point estimate (mean or median) of
the utility score for a given state. Differences among raters
had a major effect for the SG results, but not so much for the
other techniques. A previous study found that the costs per
QALY in a cost-utility model of a hypothetical intervention
to prevent osteoporotic fractures would have ranged from
$25,000 to $94,000 depending on whether the women rating
the health states had a previous fracture or not26. The authors
used TTO, which, in our study, did not differ to a great
extent between raters. We found that the use of York weights
resulted in a considerable underestimate of health costs
compared to the other measures. These weights are based on
societal ratings and may not be directly compared to patient
or health professional ratings. Nevertheless, substantial
differences were observed comparing these results to those
obtained in our general population sample. This is a
concern, since this instrument is increasingly being used in
clinical and health services research. Large differences were
also observed in the cost-utility analysis using patient
ratings of their own health. Depending on the preference
elicitation technique and the statistical method used, the
incremental ratio per QALY gained ranged from about
$40,000 to $220,000. This finding has implications for
studies such as clinical trials where direct measures and
preference classification systems such as the EQ-5D are
obtained from patients.

In summary, our findings show that the methodology
used to elicit and analyze utilities can have substantial
implications for the economic evaluation of interventions
for RA. The discrepancies suggest that the results of
different cost-utility studies can only be compared if the
same elicitation method and analysis strategy have been
used. Our results do not allow us to recommend a method or
rater group, but suggest that SG techniques may be less reli-

able, with higher variability within and between raters.
Given the potential policy and clinical consequences of
these differences, additional research is necessary to eval-
uate the measurement properties and underlying constructs
of utility tools in the assessment of health related quality of
life.
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